LADDER TRAY CABLE ROLLER

Our Ladder Tray Cable Roller is designed to provide an efficient way of stringing cables over cable ladder and reduce the possibility of cable jacket damage from abrasive ladder edges and rungs etc.

This product is virtually the same as our Cable Tray Roller with the exception that we have added side arms to the unit. These side arms can be adjusted to suit any configuration cable ladder design or rung spacing.

The purpose of these arms is to allow the roller to straddle cable ladder rungs without loss of line or load rating capacity. Fixing hardware is also supplied as part of the unit when purchased.

As with our Cable Tray Roller the unit is supplied standard with a 140mm alloy bearing roller which can be changed to a PVC roller if required. Each unit can comfortably accommodate a cable diameter up to 120mm and sustain a weight of 200kg. (Refer to your cable ladder tray load rating specs also)

DIMENSIONS: 600mm (L) x 260mm (W) x 130mm (H)

WEIGHT: 5.5KG